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Cross-examination is about control. Who controls your case?

Undermining the opponent’s case and discrediting the opponent’s witnesses have historically been viewed as primary goals of cross-examination. However, counsel can also use cross-examination constructively to control the opponent’s witnesses so that the witnesses will advance the attorney’s own theory of the case. This use of cross-examination can be devastatingly effective, yet many attorneys fail to deploy it.

With authoritative guidance from Larry Pozner and Roger J. Dodd, the “Masters of Cross-Examination,” this DVD set gives attorneys the practical tools to unleash the power of constructive cross-examination for better trial outcomes. The DVDs provide detailed guidance on the authors’ signature “Chapter Method” of preparing for cross-examination, as well as proven techniques for controlling witnesses. Topics include:

- Creating and controlling anxiety in the courtroom
- Three commandments of cross-examination
- Importance of word selection
- Improving control of hostile witnesses
- Looping techniques
- Wrangling the runaway witness

HUNDREDS OF EXAMPLES, INCLUDING TRIAL TESTIMONY EXCERPTS AND SAMPLE LEADING QUESTIONS, TO ILLUSTRATE THE AUTHORS’ SIGNATURE TECHNIQUES AND METHODOLOGIES.

New Edition ... With all new cross-examination techniques
Cross-Examination: Science and Techniques, THIRD EDITION
Larry Pozner, Roger J. Dodd

Long considered the go-to authority, Pozner and Dodd’s Cross-Examination: Science and Techniques has helped generations of trial attorneys turn cross-examination into their most powerful courtroom weapon. Now, in this extensively revised and re-organized Third Edition, Larry Pozner and Roger J. Dodd provide updated strategies and examples to help you more effectively use adversary witnesses to advance your own case. You’ll find:

- Expanded coverage of “the chapter method,” with all-new excerpts to illustrate challenging trial scenarios
- Four chapters on cross-preparation systems including an all-new chapter on “Cross Preparation Systems: Sourcing the Facts,” which teaches you how to immediately inform a witness, and the court, what paper or electronic document you are referencing and from where in the document you are drawing your question—without losing momentum
- Three chapters on impeachment
- Hundreds of examples, including trial testimony excerpts and sample leading questions, to illustrate the authors’ signature techniques and methodologies
- Dozens of tips on controlling witnesses

Pozner & Dodd, The Masters of Cross-Examination

Obtain better trial outcomes with practical guidance from the nation’s leading experts on cross-examination.

Get both the Masters of Cross-Examination DVD set and Cross-Examination: Science and Techniques, Third Edition!
Proper preparation of your client for the stressful experience of deposition can make all the difference—and prevent mistakes that could cost you the trial or hurt your settlement. This DVD series provides consistent witness preparation by assisting attorneys in the preparation of clients for deposition with illustrative deposition scenes. Each DVD includes:

- Pointers on avoiding the most common witness mistakes
  - Saying too much
  - Guessing
  - Assuming

- Guidance on correct behavior
  - Listen carefully to the question
  - Pause briefly to allow time for your attorney to react
  - Always be honest
  - Ask questions when you are unsure

Conference room scenes that demonstrate the potential impact of mistakes made during deposition and the positive effect at trial for a well-prepared and presented deposition are included in each DVD.

**Preparation for Deposition in a Business Case**

- **$534**
- 1 DVD, Pub. #00867, ISBN 9781422483398
- Prior year’s cost: $534

**Preparation for Deposition in a Family Law Case**

- **$499**
- 1 DVD, Pub. #28187, ISBN 9781422499542
- Prior year’s cost: $499

**Preparation for Deposition in a Personal Injury Case**

- **Plaintiff’s Version**
  - **$499**
  - 1 DVD, Pub. #28188, ISBN 9781422499959
  - Prior year’s cost: $499

- **Defense Version**
  - **$499**
  - 1 DVD, Pub. #28188, ISBN 9781422499566
  - Prior year’s cost: $499

**For more information or to order:**

CALL 800.533.1637
GO TO www.pozneranddodd.com
CONTACT YOUR LexisNexis® account representative

Prices do not reflect sales tax, shipping or handling. Prices current as of 4/15/2019. Prices subject to change without notice. All titles are non-service: price includes product only, plus any updates published within 30 days of purchase or as otherwise indicated.

**ABOUT THE AUTHORS**

**Larry Pozner** proudly traces his roots to the Colorado Public Defender system. His career has included a broad range of criminal cases, a strange mix of commercial matters, and several years representing the Denver Broncos Football franchise.

Mr. Pozner is a past president of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers. He is listed in the Best Lawyers in America in Bet-the-Company Litigation and in Criminal Defense, both street crimes and white collar. He teaches cross-examination and trial tactics throughout America and Canada.

**Roger J. Dodd** tries and consults on cases of all types: personal injury, commercial, civil and criminal throughout the United States and beyond. He has active offices in Park City, Utah, Oklahoma, Georgia and Florida. With fewer and fewer trial lawyers with experience, he is called on continuously because of his more than 42 years’ experience.

Mr. Dodd has been board certified by the National Board of Trial Advocacy in civil trial practice for more than 21 years and was certified in criminal trial practice for more than 20 years. One of his most recent consultations involved a case in London, England.
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Order your Third Edition eBook at [www.pozneranddodd.com](http://www.pozneranddodd.com)

Product Terms

**NS** Non-Service Titles • Price includes product only, plus any updates published within 30 days of purchase or as otherwise indicated. Subscription options include:

**NS/A** Non-Service Title with Automatic Renewal • If you select this option you will receive and be billed for updates outside of the 30-day period without any action on your part. Estimated prior-year prices and update frequency are shown with the description of each title.

**NS/N** Non-Service Title with Notification • Notification that an update has been published, and the price of the update, will be sent to you. If you fail to act, you will not receive the update.

Cancellation: All eBooks, CD/DVDs and downloadable content purchases are non-cancellable, nonrefundable and nonreturnable. Customers may not cancel a current subscription to eBooks, but may cancel after the end of the current subscription period. CD/DVD pricing is for single user only. Call 800.533.1637 for details, ordering and contract. For complete terms and conditions related to your print subscription, go to [lexisnexis.com/USterms](http://lexisnexis.com/USterms).

Promotional Terms

Prices listed are before shipping and tax are calculated; shipped to a U.S. address only. Prices current as of 4/15/2019. Prices subject to change without notice. Sales to federal government customers may be subject to specific contract pricing. Other restrictions may apply. Void where prohibited.